Blade removal with Quik Link II attachment

Note: Low mount lift frame is shown in picture. For removal of Quik
link II HI DLC follow same procedure.
1. Locate a spot that is as level as possible. With the blade positioned
at 90° to the truck lower the blade and leave the switch in the float
position.
2. Insert the jack into the receiver on the lift frame and lower the leg
until the top mounting pin can be rotated easily. NOTE: If the jack is
lowered too far it will "wedge" the lift frame into the spreader bar.
Remove the lynch pins then the mounting pins from each side.
3. Unplug the lights, power unit and battery cables from the truck.
4. Back the truck away from the plow assembly. It may be necessary
to accelerate the truck back with a quick "snap" in order to allow the
truck to break free from the plow.
5. Return control to neutral or shut off switch. Install dummy plugs
into harnesses.

Blade reinstall with Quik Link II attachment
NOTE: Low mount lift frame is shown in picture. For reinstall of
Quik link II HI DLC follow same procedure.
1. Drive up to plow assembly until spreader bar is about to make
contact with lift frame.
2. Get out of truck to check that the lift frame is aligned with
the spreader bar. If necessary use jack to adjust the height or
move truck to align sideways.
3. Drive truck forward until you start to push the plow.
4. Insert the mounting pins and lynch pins in both sides. Remove
the jack.
5. Remove dummy plugs and reconnect battery cables, power
unit and lights.
NOTE: Aligning the truck to the plow is made easier by establishing
a reference point on the hood of the truck to line up the lights
on the plow.

Warning:
Lynch pins must be in place
and locked before traveling.

